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Application of a Novel Electrochemical Biosensing Platform ESSENCE for Breast Cancer Detection

EXPERIMENTA

Fig. 2: (A) Diagram of ESSENCE chip with a top and bottom non-planar interdigitated

microelectrode array (NP-IDμE) and a middle channel layer packed with transducer material. (B)

Schematic of flow through packed electrode. (C) Actual view of assembled ESSENCE chip.
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Fig. 3: Structure of tumor protein p53 (A) and HER-2 (B).

➢ Biosensing involves the capture of a

target analyte in a sample by a

biorecognition element through a specific

biomolecular interaction and the

subsequent transduction of this event into

a measurable signal.

➢ Non-specific binding (resulting in false

positives) and biofouling are observed in

the typical biosensor (Fig. 1a).

➢ Shear enhanced flow through our

nanoporous and capacitive electrode-

based platform (ESSENCE) prevents

biofouling and false positives (Fig. 1b).

ESSENCE – Shear and AC Enhanced Biosensing Platform

Fig. 1. Schematic of the two steps involved

in biosensing for the typical biosensor (A)

against our ESSENCE sensor (B).

Selected Breast Cancer Biomarkers for Detection

➢ Tumor protein p53: regulates cell proliferation; high levels of mutated p53 are

found in the serum of breast cancer patients [1]

➢ Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER-2): overexpressed in 30%

of breast cancer tumors [2]

➢ The NP-IDμE provides a uniform electric field distributed throughout the fluidic

channel, allowing for detection of any changes in the packed transducer material.

➢ Integration of this NP-IDμE in our microfluidic platform decouples our device’s

sensitivity and selectivity, which can respectively be controlled by the frequency

of the electric field generated by the electrode around the fluidic channel and the

flow velocity of the analyte stream through the device.

➢ Unlike ELISA, our ESSENCE sensor only requires a single antibody – the

capture antibody (cAb) – thus significantly reducing the cost of our platform and

simplifying the chip protocol.

➢ Most importantly, the capture molecule can be stored separately from the

microfluidic sensing chip and then incorporated at the point of use or care,

extending the device’s shelf life and its detection to a multitude of molecular

targets.
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Fig. 4: Schematic of attachment of p53 capture antibodies (cAb) to

functionalized CNT followed by binding of target p53 molecule to the

cAb-CNT complex.

Fig. 6: Nyquist plots of EIS signal from cAb-CNT complex in PBS buffer pre- and post-exposure to p53 (A) and HER-2 (B) for WE 

configuration. 
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Fig. 7: Normalized EIS signal from cAb-CNT complex for different concentrations of p53 (A) and HER-2 (B).

Fig. 5: Working electrode (WE)

configuration obtained by shorting

of the packed set of electrodes and

the empty set of electrodes [4].

➢ Highly conductive carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were

used as the transducer material to increase the

sensor’s sensitivity.

➢ CNTs were oxidized to introduce carboxyl

(-COOH) groups so that the CNTs remained trapped

in the channel even under large shear forces. This

results from the significant dielectrophoretic (DEP)

field from the interdigitated electrodes, a component

of which always opposes the drag force from fluid

flow over the CNTs [3] .

➢ Carboxylated CNTs were activated via carbodiimide

crosslinker chemistry.

➢ p53 cAbs were attached to the CNTs by carboxy-

amide bonding.

➢ p53 and HER-2 were respectively introduced into

the ESSENCE sensor in the analyte stream of PBS

buffer.

➢ Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was

used to characterize changes in the cAb-CNT

complex to p53 and HER-2 passage.

➢ EIS signal between the packed and empty (counter)

electrodes was obtained (Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION

FUTURE WORK

❑ Optimize detection of breast cancer biomarkers in serum

❑ Detection of multiple breast cancer biomarkers from one sensor
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➢ Our microfluidic sensing chip integrates a non-planar interdigitated

microelectrode array (NP-IDμE) that provides us with modular control over the

device’s sensitivity and selectivity

➢ Separate storage of the microfluidic sensing chip and capture molecule preserves

the capture molecule from degradation and allows us to extend the device’s

detection to various biomolecules and targets.

➢ Our device with CNT functionalized with p53 cAb demonstrates high sensitivity

and specificity for the tumor protein p53.

➢ In a previous report, we showed the femtomolar detection sensitivity of the

ESSENCE sensor with CNT for DNA [4].

➢ Further, we noted a 20-fold increase in the EIS signal from the working

electrode configuration (Fig. 5) compared to other configurations of our sensor,

demonstrating the potential of this configuration in enhancing our sensor’s

detection sensitivity for not only DNA, but other biomolecules as well [4];

hence the EIS measurements here are obtained from the sensor’s working

electrode configuration.

➢ In Fig. 6a, there is a noticeable difference between the EIS signal pre- and post-

introduction of the target p53 molecule in the analyte stream of PBS buffer; this

indicates the binding of the target p53 molecule to the cAb-CNT complex.

➢ Based on the linear calibration curve of the normalized EIS signal from the

binding event of the target p53 molecule with the cAb-CNT complex (Fig. 7a),

our ESSENCE sensor demonstrates a detection limit of 5×10 -16 M with a

quantification limit of 3.63 ×10 -16 M for p53, which is lower than the best-

reported detection limit value of 1 pM [5]; this shows our sensor’s high

sensitivity.

➢ When HER-2 was flown through the ESSENCE sensor with CNT functionalized

with p53 cAb, no changes in the EIS signal were observed (Fig. 7b); this

illustrates our sensor’s high specificity.


